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Geneva IBX Data Center

6 Rue de la Confederation
Geneva 1204

+41.22.518.0720 (globally)

Switzerland

servicedesk.gv@eu.equinix.com

EQUINIX GENEVA DATA CENTERS

GENEVA IBX® BENEFITS
• Access to Equinix Internet Exchange and CERN Internet
eXchange Point (CIXP)
• Carrier-dense location with hundreds of networks
• Compliant with key international standards
• 80 percent of Europe is within a 30-millisecond latency
roundtrip
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Equinix’s Geneva colocation facilities enable customers
to be part of a rich industry ecosystem. Geneva is a major
European business center, home to headquarters and
key offices for hundreds of international and multi-national
companies, including renowned banks, high-tech and biotech companies and trading companies. Its business-friendly
policies, commitment to privacy and superb location attract
new firms every year. At the center of Europe, Geneva is less
than two hours away from all major European cities, with over
40 carriers flying into the airport just 4 km from the city center.
Both data centers are in the heart of the city, and are optimal
colocation sites for telecom operators and Internet access
providers that serve multinational corporations and banks in
this major European financial center.
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Equinix helps companies accelerate business performance
by connecting them to their customers and partners inside
the world’s most networked data centers. Our Geneva data
centers are business hubs for 110+ companies. Geneva
customers can choose from a broad range of network
services from 35+ providers and they interconnect directly to
customers and partners in their digital supply chain. Equinix
metro Geneva International Business Exchange™ (IBX®) data
centers consist of two buildings with approximately 47,000
square feet (4,400+ square meters) of colocation space.
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Geneva IBX Data Center

Amenities

Building
Space
Colocation Space

22,174 ft2 (2,060 m2)

Building Type

Made of 2 rows of concrete walls
greater than 500 mm

Parking

Adjacent to building (for fee)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Break room
Loaner tools
Showers
Crash carts
Work kiosks
Wifi
Conference room

Floor
Floor Type

Raised

Floor Load Capacity

94 psf (4.5 kN/m2)

Fire Suppression

Analogue addressable point
detection, automatic inergen gas

Products and 		
Services
Colocation
• Private cage
• Secure cabinet
• AC power circuits
• IBXflex™ office and storage
• Antenna

Facilities
Power and Cooling
Power and 
Cooling Density

1.0–3.0 kVA per cabinet

UPS Configuration

Distributed redundant

UPS Redundancy

N+1

Standby Power
Configuration

3 x 1,000 kVA diesel generators

Standby Power
Redundancy

N+1

Cooling Configuration

Chilled water system from
heat pumps

Cooling Redundancy

N+1

Security
Physical

Man trap entry

Human

24x7 onsite security officers

Electronic

Card readers, biometric readers
in common areas; additional
biometric readers optional
for customer cages, CCTV
surveillance with 90-day video
retention, motion detection
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Interconnection
• Equinix Cloud Exchange Fabric™
• Equinix Internet Exchange
• Equinix Connect
• Metro Connect™
• Cross Connects
Services
• Smart Hands™

Reliability
Our IBX data centers boast an
industry-leading, high average uptime
track record of >99.9999% globally.

Certification and
Sustainability
Certifications
• ISO 27001
• ISO 9001
• PCI DSS
• SOC 1 Type II
• SOC 2 Type II
Green By Design
• Renewable energy—100%
through utility hydropower

ABOUT EQUINIX
Equinix, Inc. (Nasdaq: EQIX)
connects the world’s leading
businesses to their customers,
employees and partners inside the
most-interconnected data centers.
On this global platform for digital
business, companies come together
across more than 50 markets on
five continents to reach everywhere,
interconnect everyone and integrate
everything they need to create their
digital futures.

Equinix.com

